The control of freezing saline water at the micrometer level has become very important in cryosurgery and cryopreservation of stem cells and foods. Adding antifreeze protein to saline water is a promising method for controlling the freezing because the protein produces a gap between the melting point and the freezing point. Furthermore, a synergistic effect of the solutes occurs in which the freezing point depression of a mixed solution is more noticeable than the sum of two freezing point depressions of single-solute solutions. However, the mechanism of this effect has not yet been clarified. Thus, we have carried out a molecular dynamics simulation on aqueous solutions of winter flounder antifreeze protein and sodium chloride or calcium chloride with an ice layer. The results show that the cations inhibit the hydrogen bond among water molecules not only in the salt solutions but also in the mixed solutions. This inhibition depends on the local number of ions and the valence of cations. The space for water molecules to form the hydrogen bonds becomes small in the case of the mixed solution of the protein and calcium chloride. These findings are consistent with the synergistic effect. In addition, it is found that the diffusion of ions near positively-charged residues is attenuated. This attenuation causes an increase in the possibility of water molecules staying near or inside the hydration shells of the ions. Furthermore, the first hydration shells of the cations become weak in the vicinity of the arginine, lysine and glutamic-acid residues. These factors can be considered to be possible mechanisms of the synergistic effect.
Introduction
The control of freezing water at micrometer levels has become very important in recent years in various fields: (1) cryopreservation of food and food ingredients [1, 2] ; (2) cryopreservation of blood, stem cells and organs to be transplanted [3] ; (3) cryosurgery [4] ; and (4) ice slurry for cooling or energy storage [5] .
Several methods have been developed for this control of freezing. Quick freezing is a promising method to avoid the rapid growth of ice crystals and the destruction of preserved materials. However, this type of freezing requires a lot of electrical energy. Another promising method is the use of an additive, which functions to lower the freezing point while retaining the melting point. The growth of ice can be arrested by controlling the preservation temperature in a gap between these two points. Antifreeze proteins (AFPs) are appropriate additives because they produce a wide gap between the two points despite their low concentration. Furthermore, they do not increase osmotic pressure significantly and are non-toxic.
Among various AFPs discovered, HPLC6, the major fraction of winter flounder AFP, has been widely studied. HPLC6 consists of 37 amino-acid residues, and forms a helical structure [6] . Although the majority of these amino-acid residues are alanine, four threonine residues are positioned at nearly identical distances on one line parallel to the helical axis. Bi-pyramidal ice crystals, covered with (2021) pyramidal faces, are usually observed in the HPLC solution when the temperature is between the two points in a quasi-equilibrium condition. The distance between the oxygen atoms on these pyramidal faces is nearly identical to the distance between the threonine residues. Thus, it had been hypothesized that the hydrogen atoms of the threonine residues were bonded permanently to the oxygen atoms on the pyramidal faces in the ice crystal and that the water molecules were prevented from bonding to the ice surface by the Gibbs-Thomson (or Kelvin) effect [7, 8] . On the other hand, Haymet et al. [9] showed by using mutants of HPLC6 that the hydrophobic interaction between the methyl group in the threonine residues and the ice surfaces plays a more important role in the ice growth inhibition mechanism than the hydrogen bond. Furthermore, Baardsnes et al. [10] suggested, from their experimental results with another mutant, that three alanine residues and an adjacent threonine residue in the central part of the HPLC6 form a surface binding to the ice. Based on these results, Davies et al. [11] and Jorov et al. [12] discussed theoretically the key role of the alanine-rich surfaces of HPLC6 in the ice-growth inhibition mechanism.
To elucidate the ice growth inhibition mechanism of HPLC6 in more detail, molecular dynamics simulations were carried out [13] [14] [15] [16] . The simulation results showed the following scenarios: (1) there is no significant gain of hydrogen bonds of HPLC6 to the water molecules at the ice surface [13] ; (2) the specific side of HPLC6, including not only the threonine residues but also the alanine residues, is oriented toward the pyramidal faces [14] ; and (3) HPLC6 binds stably to the pyramidal faces when the hydrophobic residues bind to the faces [15, 16] . Taken together, these results show that the van der Waals' interactions play an important role in the binding of AFPs onto the ice surface.
Despite these results, the antifreeze mechanism due to HPLC6 in the winter flounder has not yet been fully understood. In particular, the effect of other solutes on the ice/AFP interaction has not yet been discussed in detail. Liquid, not only in winter flounder but also in food, cells, and organs, contains ions. Evans et al. [17] observed that the freezing point depression for the mixed aqueous solution of HPLC6 and sodium chloride is significantly more than the sum of the freezing point depression of the HPLC6 solution and that of salt solution (The freezing point depression of salt solutions occurs through a colligative mechanism, while this depression of AFP solutions and mixed solutions occurs through a non-colligative mechanism). This difference in the freezing point depression is due to the synergistic effect of the salt and the AFP, and is likely to be a result of the hydration shells surrounding the dissolved ions [17] . Kristiansen et al. [18] observed a similar effect for the mixed solutions of insect AFP and various salts including calcium chloride. Hagiwara and Aomatsu [19] obtained results of the depression of interface temperature in the unidirectional freezing of mixed solutions of HPLC6 and sodium chloride, which was consistent with the synergistic effects. They also discovered a decrease in the ion concentration with time at the interface of a mixed solution of HPLC6 and sodium permanganate. Hayakari and Hagiwara [20] carried out a molecular dynamics analysis on a mixed solution of HPLC6 and sodium chloride near the pyramidal face of an ice layer. They obtained the conclusion that the translational motion and freely-rotational motion of HPLC6 were attenuated by the ions as a result of the hydration of the ions. They also concluded that the approach of HPLC6 towards the ice surface with the settlement of rotation of HPLC6, caused by the hydration of ions, enhanced the interaction between a part of the protein including the threonine residues and the water molecules on the ice surface. This interaction is thought to be a possible mechanism of the synergistic effect. However, more research works, in particular molecular dynamics analysis for the mixture of AFP and other ions, are necessary for elucidating the synergistic effect.
In the present study, we carry out molecular dynamics simulations for the dilute aqueous solution of HPLC6, sodium ions, calcium ions and chloride ions near a thin ice layer covered with secondary prism or pyramidal faces, in order to analyze the interaction between the ice and AFP and the effect of ions on the interaction. The secondary prism face is the face of the ice showing the most growth [21] . Thus, the effects of solutes on the ice growth are expected to be the most noticeable. On the other hand, the pyramidal face is the face of the ice showing the least growth. Thus, the amino acid residues of HPLC6, which are bound on this face, are almost stationary. We selected the pyramidal faces only when we examined whether amino acid residues of HPLC6 influence the diffusion of the cations. It is preferable to attenuate the motion and rotation of HPLC6 for measuring the displacement and diffusion coefficient of cations.
Computational Procedures
We have been revising our in-house simulation program for many years [20, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the present study, we have revised our program further.
Assumptions
In the main computation, we adopted the Canonical ensemble. Thus, the number of molecules, the volume of the computational domain, and the temperature were assumed to be unchanged. On the other hand, in the preliminary computation, we changed the temperature and energy to obtain the initial condition. Based on our previous study [20] , we assumed that the impact of the change in the ensemble would be negligible in the period of 300 ps.
Governing Equations
The Newton-Euler equations for the translational and rotational motions of the molecules were solved at each time step, and were integrated with respect to time by using the Gear algorithm [27] . We used a 5-value Gear algorithm to the Newton equation for the translational motion, in which the time derivatives up to the fifth order were considered. We adopted a 4-value Gear algorithm to the Euler equation for the rotation. All the computations were carried out with a time step of 0.5 fs. Periodic boundary conditions were also imposed on the computational domain.
Temperature Scaling
We kept the temperature constant in a specific region for the specific period mentioned below. For this procedure, the statistical temperature, T, was defined by the total energy of the translational motion for all the molecules, K T , and that of the rotational motion for the molecules, K R . The temperature is written as follows:
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, N is the total number of molecules, m is the mass of molecules, and I p is the inertia moment based on its principal axis. Temperature scaling was carried out locally for certain periods in which the translational velocity, v, and the angular velocity, ω, of each molecule were changed by the following equation:
where T pd is the predetermined temperature.
Production of Mixtures

In the Case of Ice Layers with Prism Faces
We produced the mixture by using the following three-stage procedure in a similar way to that adopted in [26] .
Stage 1: First, a small ice cube with Ih structure was formed. This procedure is the same as that described in our previous study [22] . A total of 360 water molecules were in a cubic domain of approximately 2.25 nm. In this domain, the center of mass of each molecule was allocated at the lattice of the Ih structure. The orientation of hydrogen atoms was randomly determined. Secondly, 24 ice cubes were connected to each other in order to form a large rectangular prism of ice. The dimensions of the new ice crystal were approximately 6.736 nm × 4.667 nm × 8.800 nm. The x-, y-and z-axes were located along the median, shortest, and longest edges of the rectangular prism, respectively.
Stage 2: A region of one-third in the x-direction of the rectangular prism was specified as the ice layer. The outside of the ice layer was defined as the liquid region. The computation started. The temperature for the liquid region was set at 370 K at the initial instant in order to ensure liquidization. It was decreased in steps to 250 K in a period of 350 ps (See Table 1 ). The restraint of the molecules in the ice was carried out at 10 K in order to reduce the impact of melting. Then, the temperature of the ice layer was increased in steps to 250 K in the period (See Table 1 ). The secondary prism faces were realized at the interface. Stage 3: In the cases with the HPLC6 model, some water molecules were removed from a cocoon-shaped region in the computation result at 350 ps. The longest axes of these regions, and thus the axes of the model, were parallel to the z-axis (See Figure 1) . The model was introduced into the region so that the four threonine residues of the model faced the interface at this instant. We produced the mixture by using the following three-stage procedure in a similar way to that adopted in [26] .
Stage 2: A region of one-third in the x-direction of the rectangular prism was specified as the ice layer. The outside of the ice layer was defined as the liquid region. The computation started. The temperature for the liquid region was set at 370 K at the initial instant in order to ensure liquidization. It was decreased in steps to 250 K in a period of 350 ps (See Table 1 ). The restraint of the molecules in the ice was carried out at 10 K in order to reduce the impact of melting. Then, the temperature of the ice layer was increased in steps to 250 K in the period (See Table 1 ). The secondary prism faces were realized at the interface. Stage 3: In the cases with the HPLC6 model, some water molecules were removed from a cocoonshaped region in the computation result at 350 ps. The longest axes of these regions, and thus the axes of the model, were parallel to the z-axis (See Figure 1) . The model was introduced into the region so that the four threonine residues of the model faced the interface at this instant. In addition, in the cases containing the ions, a number of water molecules from the computation result at 350 ps, which were selected arbitrarily, were replaced with sodium ions, calcium ions or chloride ions. Based on our previous study [20] , we assumed that the impact of the introduction of solutes would be negligible in the period of 300 ps, except for the interaction between the solutes. This exception is due to the diffusion or slow motion of ions. To simulate the NVT ensemble after 350 ps, we adopted the method developed by Nosé [28] . The computations continued until 2 ns for all the cases. This period is not too short compared with the period of 4 ns in the case of the simulation for an ice layer and water with a HPLC6 model in Ref. [15] .
In the Cases of Ice Layers with Pyramidal Faces
We produced the mixture by using the following five-stage procedure in the same way as that developed in [20] .
Stage 1: The same ice cube as that described in Section 2.4.1 was used. 60 ice cubes were connected to each other in order to form another large rectangular prism of ice.
Stage 2: Water molecules inside two regions of the triangular prisms and two regions of the pentagonal prisms were removed in order to obtain a new rectangular prism ice crystal. The two smallest surfaces of this rectangular prism were covered with the pyramidal face of (2021). The dimensions of the new ice crystal were 6.74 nm × 7.00 nm × 8.80 nm. The x-, y-, and z-axes were located along the shortest, median, and longest edges of the rectangular prism, respectively.
Stage 3: A region of approximately 32% in the y-direction of the rectangular prism was specified as the ice layer. One third of the layer in the middle of the y-direction was considered as the core of the ice layer. The outside of the ice layer was defined as the liquid region.
Stage 4: The computation started. The temperature for the liquid region was set at 370 K at the initial instant in order to ensure liquidization. It was decreased in steps to 280 K in a period of 100 ps (See Table 2 ). The restraint of the molecules in the ice was carried out at 0 K for the first 75 ps in order to reduce the impact of the melting. Then, the temperature for the ice layer was increased in steps for the first 95 ps and then maintained at 200 K in the core region of the ice layer and at 250 K in the surface region of the layer (See Table 2 ).
Stage 5: The method for introducing the protein model into the liquid water region is the same as that explained in Section 2.4.1. Consequently, the α-helical axis of HPLC6 aligned with the 1012 vector of the pyramidal face. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, the distance between the adjacent protein molecules is 6.74 nm in the x-direction. This distance is wider than that of approximately 5 nm, which is the footprint of the protein/ice-surface interaction measured by Grandum et al. [29] . They measured the grooves and ridges on the ice surface with a scanning tunnel microscope. Thus, the dimension of our computational domain is sufficiently large.
A number of water molecules from the computation result at 100 ps, which were selected arbitrarily, were replaced with sodium ions, calcium ions or chloride ions in the cases containing the ions.
The method developed by Nosé was used to simulate the NVT ensemble after 100 ps. The computations continued in the period of 1 ns. 
Potential Functions of Water Molecules
The TIP4P/Ice potential function proposed by Abascal et al. [30] was used for the potential function of the interaction between two water molecules. This potential was developed by the re-parameterization of the TIP4P potential [31] , and has been used for ice. The TIP4P potential consists of the Coulomb potential and the Lennard-Jones potential. The numerical constants for TIP4P/Ice are almost the same as those for TIP4P except for the potential well depth of Lennard-Jones potential and the electric charges of the Coulomb potential. These parameters for TIP4P/Ice are approximately 36% and 13% higher than those of TIP4P, respectively. The Ewald summation (See Frenkel and Smit [32] ) was used for the Coulomb potential in order to reduce the electrical force of distant molecules. The parameters for the Ewald summation; i.e., the width of the Gaussian distribution, the maximum value of the vector for the location of the image cell in the physical space, and the maximum value of the vector for the location of the image cell in the Fourier space-were the same as those adopted in our previous study [24] . Table 3 shows the primary structure of HPLC6. We adopted a rigid, helical model of HPLC6, which was similar to that used by Nada and Furukawa [15] . The location of atoms was decided based on the result obtained by Sicheri and Yang [8] . The rigidity can be considered as an overestimation of the hydrogen bond between two adjacent sites in the axial direction of the model. Flexibility can be considered by adopting an algorithm, such as SHAKE developed by Ryckaert et al. [33] . However, we did not include any algorithm for the flexibility because the time scale (or frequency) of deformation of HPLC6 due to the interaction between the model and water molecules is not clear. In addition, the fluctuation of dihedral angles of the central amino-acid residues of HPLC6 was within 9 degrees, according to the molecular dynamics simulation with AMBER by Cheng and Merz [34] . Therefore, we think that the rigid model is not too unrealistic. If we obtain results, which clearly show the validity of flexible HPLC6 models from the viewpoint of the length scale and time scale, we will show our results by using a new, flexible model in a future paper.
Model of HPLC6
The OPLS parameters developed by Jorgensen et al. [35] were adopted as the potential parameters of each site of the model. The sum of the electric charges assigned to the groups in the amino-acid residues were −1. The cutoff radius was set at 1.5 nm. This is to avoid the unrealistic interaction through the ice layer between a water molecule in solution near one side of the ice layer and a water molecule in solution near the other side of the ice layer. The center of the radius was set at the indicator point of each group of sites. The parameters for the Ewald summation for the water molecules, mentioned in Section 2.5, were used also for the Coulomb potential of the sites of amino-acid residues of HPLC6 in order to reduce the electrical force between the sites and distant water molecules. 
Model of Ions
The models developed by Chowdhuri and Chandra [36] were used for the sodium and chloride ions, while the model proposed by Chialvo [37] was used for the calcium ions.
Computational Conditions
The computational conditions in the present study were compared with those in the literature [13] [14] [15] [16] 20] in Table 4 . It is found from this table that the dimension of the liquid region and the concentration of solutes are reasonable. 
Statistical Quantities
We discuss the following statistical quantities. These are the same as those defined in our previous studies [20, [24] [25] [26] except for the tetrahedricity parameter.
Radial Distribution Function (RDF)
The RDF between an atom of a water molecule or an ion, and the oxygen atoms in a spherical shell is defined as follows (See, for example, Allen and Tildesley [38] ):
where r=|r i − r j | is the distance between two atoms (or between a site and an atom), V is the volume of the computation domain, ∆r is the thickness of the shell, N is the number of oxygen atoms, and δ is the delta function. ∆r was equal to 0.01 nm. Please note that the total number of water molecules in the spherical domain (0 < r < ∞) was not identical because the water molecules inside the ice layer were not included in the summation in this equation.
Hydrogen Bond Correlation Function (HBCF)
In our previous study [25] , we used the hydrogen-bond correlation function (hereafter abbreviated to HBCF) to analyze the hydrogen bond among water molecules. The function is defined as follows:
where n HBj (t 0 ) is the number of water molecules bonded with a molecular j at a reference time t 0 , and n HBj (t 0 + t) is the number of water molecules that have maintained the hydrogen bond with a molecular j for the period of t. The cluster structure was identified by only the distance of water molecules from a specific water molecule. In the present study, we focus on water molecules in the first hydration shell of a specific ion.
Diffusion Coefficient
The diffusion coefficient can be obtained from the following equation:
where t 1 is defined as an instant when the mean square displacement obeys the power law with time [39] . The mean square displacement, D(t), is defined by the following equation:
where r j is the position vector of a molecular j, t is time, t 0 is a reference time, N is the number of molecules and the angle bracket shows a time mean value. The mean squared deviation (MSD) was obtained from the position vectors for the periods of 10 ps at an interval of 0.5 ps. The moving-averaged values of the MSD were obtained over the period of 50 ps.
Tetrahedricity Parameter
We adopted the tetrahedricity parameter [40] as an index to estimate water molecular structure in the liquid phase. The tetrahedricity parameter M T is expressed by the following equation:
where l i are the lengths of the six edges of a tetrahedron. If the nearest four water molecules to a water molecule form a tetrahedron, M T becomes nearly zero. On the other hand, if the distances between two of four water molecules differ from each other, M T becomes nearly a unity. Thus, the tetrahedricity parameter shows the degree of the water structure.
Results and Discussion
We will discuss the results for the system of solutions with a thin ice layer covered with secondary prism faces in Sections 4.1-4.5. We will then discuss the results for the system of solutions with a thin ice layer covered with pyramidal faces in Section 4.6. The results obtained were thermodynamically non-equilibrium because the diffusion of ions and the interaction of solutes are too slow to capture their developed state. Figure 3 shows typical examples of the RDF for water molecules around several ions in the mixed solutions. The peak values differ by margins of approximately 10% for the sodium ions and 45% for the calcium ions for 1500-1550 ps. On the other hand, the peak values differ by margins of approximately 4% for the sodium ions and 2% for the calcium ions for 1950-2000 ps. These changes Figure 3 shows typical examples of the RDF for water molecules around several ions in the mixed solutions. The peak values differ by margins of approximately 10% for the sodium ions and 45% for the calcium ions for 1500-1550 ps. On the other hand, the peak values differ by margins of approximately 4% for the sodium ions and 2% for the calcium ions for 1950-2000 ps. These changes in the differences are due to the changes in the RDFs for water molecules around the sodium ion 10, and the calcium ions 8 and 10. It is found from Figure 2c ,d that these three ions gradually approached the ice surfaces by 1500 ps and that they gradually left from the locations adjacent to the ice surfaces by 2000 ps. Thus, the hydration shells of cations were not affected by the presence of HPLC6.
Time Changes in the Ion Positions
Radial Distribution Function (RDF)
in the differences are due to the changes in the RDFs for water molecules around the sodium ion 10, and the calcium ions 8 and 10. It is found from Figure 2c ,d that these three ions gradually approached the ice surfaces by 1500 ps and that they gradually left from the locations adjacent to the ice surfaces by 2000 ps. Thus, the hydration shells of cations were not affected by the presence of HPLC6. 
Tetrahedricity Parameter
The average value of the tetrahedricity parameter gradually decreased with time for all the solutions (See Table 5 ). This shows that the tetrahedral structure of the water molecules was forming. The decreasing rate of the average values in the cases of solutions with calcium chloride was lower than that in the cases of solutions with sodium chloride. This is because the hydration shells of calcium ions, which are stronger than the hydration shells of sodium ions, disturb the tetrahedral structure. 
The average value of the tetrahedricity parameter gradually decreased with time for all the solutions (See Table 5 ). This shows that the tetrahedral structure of the water molecules was forming. The decreasing rate of the average values in the cases of solutions with calcium chloride was lower than that in the cases of solutions with sodium chloride. This is because the hydration shells of calcium ions, which are stronger than the hydration shells of sodium ions, disturb the tetrahedral structure. Figure 4a ,b show the probability distributions of the tetrahedricity parameter, M T , for salt solutions and mixed solutions in the period of 1500-1550 ps. The most probable values of M T (the values of M T for their highest probabilities) in the case of mixed solutions are higher than those in the case of salt solutions. This indicates that the HPLC6 inhibits water molecules forming a tetrahedral structure not only near the HPLC6 itself but also far from it. Figure 4c ,d show the distributions of the tetrahedricity parameter for the salt solutions and mixed solutions in the period of 1950-2000 ps. The distribution in Figure 4c is similar to that in Figure 4a , while the distribution in Figure 4d is not similar to that in Figure 4b . This is because the time changes in the positions of the calcium ions were predominant in the mixed solution in this period (See Figure 2d) . Figure 4a ,b show the probability distributions of the tetrahedricity parameter, MT, for salt solutions and mixed solutions in the period of 1500-1550 ps. The most probable values of MT (the values of MT for their highest probabilities) in the case of mixed solutions are higher than those in the case of salt solutions. This indicates that the HPLC6 inhibits water molecules forming a tetrahedral structure not only near the HPLC6 itself but also far from it. Figure 4c ,d show the distributions of the tetrahedricity parameter for the salt solutions and mixed solutions in the period of 1950-2000 ps. The distribution in Figure 4c is similar to that in Figure  4a , while the distribution in Figure 4d is not similar to that in Figure 4b . This is because the time changes in the positions of the calcium ions were predominant in the mixed solution in this period (See Figure 2d) . 
Average Number of Hydrogen Bonds
We evaluated the number of hydrogen bonds for a water molecule. The criteria for the hydrogen bond are as follows (The criterion for the angle is stricter than that proposed by Luzar and Chandler [41] ):
(A) The distance between oxygen atoms is lower than 3.5 Å. 
(A) The distance between oxygen atoms is lower than 3.5 Å.
(B) The angle between the line connecting two oxygen atoms and the line connecting one of the two oxygen atoms and a covalent-bonded hydrogen atom is within ±15 • .
We divided the computational domain into 9 layers in the x-direction, and examined the effects of ions and HPLC6 on the average number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule in each layer (See Figure 1) . The thickness of each layer was 0.748 nm. In Ref. [16] , the computational domain was divided into the regions of bulk ice, interface, and bulk water. The layer thickness is approximately half the interface width. Thus, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd layers are in the bulk ice region, the 4th, 5th, 8th, and 9th layers are in the interface region, and the 6th and 7th layers are in the bulk water region. Figure 5 shows the average number of hydrogen bonds for each layer for the periods of 1000-1050 ps and 1950-2000 ps. The first three layers were in the ice layer, while the other six layers were in the liquid region throughout the computation. Most of the residues of HPLC6 were located in the eighth layer. It is found from Figure 5a that the average numbers of hydrogen bonds for the single-solute solutions are lower than the average numbers for pure water in the layers in the liquid phase. In particular, the average number is lowest in the eighth and ninth layers for the HLPC6 solution (shown with the figure caption 'poly'). This is the result of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and the hydrophilic residues of HPLC6. Moreover, the hydrophobic hydration due to the hydrophobic residues kept water molecules away from HPLC6.
The average number of hydrogen bonds in the 4th, 5th, and 6th layers indicates lower values for salt solutions compared with the number for pure water. (The salt solutions are shown with the figure caption 'Na + ' and 'Ca 2+ '. Note that the anion Cl − also contributed.) This is because water molecules are more attracted by the hydration shells of ions, particularly the cations in these layers. The number of hydrogen bonds decreased more than 4% in the 5th and 6th layers of the mixed solution of HPLC6 and CaCl 2 compared with the number of bonds in pure water, although the concentration of HPLC6 and CaCl 2 was 8.9 mM and 0.1 M, respectively. The number of calcium ions in the 5th layers increased from 1 (ion no. 3 in Figure 2d ) to 3 (ion no. 3, 4 and 7) during the period 700-800 ps in the mixed solution. It can be surmised that the strong hydration shells of calcium ions prevent water molecules from forming the hydrogen bonds in these two layers.
In Figure 5b , the number of hydrogen bonds of salt solutions in the 7th and 8th layers is lower than that in the other cases in the period of 1950-2000 ps. This is because the time changes in the positions of some sodium ions (3 and 6 in Figure 2a ) and calcium ions (1 and 7 in Figure 2b ) in these layers are more noticeable than the time changes in the positions of the other ions. (B) The angle between the line connecting two oxygen atoms and the line connecting one of the two oxygen atoms and a covalent-bonded hydrogen atom is within ±15°.
We divided the computational domain into 9 layers in the x-direction, and examined the effects of ions and HPLC6 on the average number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule in each layer (See Figure 1) . The thickness of each layer was 0.748 nm. In Ref. [16] , the computational domain was divided into the regions of bulk ice, interface, and bulk water. The layer thickness is approximately half the interface width. Thus, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd layers are in the bulk ice region, the 4th, 5th, 8th, and 9th layers are in the interface region, and the 6th and 7th layers are in the bulk water region. Figure 5 shows the average number of hydrogen bonds for each layer for the periods of 1000-1050 ps and 1950-2000 ps. The first three layers were in the ice layer, while the other six layers were in the liquid region throughout the computation. Most of the residues of HPLC6 were located in the eighth layer. It is found from Figure 5a that the average numbers of hydrogen bonds for the singlesolute solutions are lower than the average numbers for pure water in the layers in the liquid phase. In particular, the average number is lowest in the eighth and ninth layers for the HLPC6 solution (shown with the figure caption 'poly'). This is the result of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and the hydrophilic residues of HPLC6. Moreover, the hydrophobic hydration due to the hydrophobic residues kept water molecules away from HPLC6.
The average number of hydrogen bonds in the 4th, 5th, and 6th layers indicates lower values for salt solutions compared with the number for pure water. (The salt solutions are shown with the figure caption 'Na + ' and 'Ca 2+ '. Note that the anion Cl − also contributed.) This is because water molecules are more attracted by the hydration shells of ions, particularly the cations in these layers. The number of hydrogen bonds decreased more than 4% in the 5th and 6th layers of the mixed solution of HPLC6 and CaCl2 compared with the number of bonds in pure water, although the concentration of HPLC6 and CaCl2 was 8.9 mM and 0.1 M, respectively. The number of calcium ions in the 5th layers increased from 1 (ion no. 3 in Figure 2d ) to 3 (ion no. 3, 4 and 7) during the period 700-800 ps in the mixed solution. It can be surmised that the strong hydration shells of calcium ions prevent water molecules from forming the hydrogen bonds in these two layers.
In Figure 5b , the number of hydrogen bonds of salt solutions in the 7th and 8th layers is lower than that in the other cases in the period of 1950-2000 ps. This is because the time changes in the positions of some sodium ions (3 and 6 in Figure 2a ) and calcium ions (1 and 7 in Figure 2b ) in these layers are more noticeable than the time changes in the positions of the other ions. Figure 6 shows the hydrogen bond correlation function (HBCF) as a function of time for the fifth and eighth layers. It is found from Figure 6a that the HBCF for the 5th layer of the NaCl solution and mixed solution indicates lower values than that for the pure water and HPLC6 solution at any time in the period of 1000-1050 ps. This indicates that the hydrogen bond among water molecules was disturbed by the ions and their motion in the 5th layer. A similar result was obtained for the CaCl 2 solution [37] .
Hydrogen Bond Correlation Function (HBCF)
Crystals 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 18 Figure 6 shows the hydrogen bond correlation function (HBCF) as a function of time for the fifth and eighth layers. It is found from Figure 6a that the HBCF for the 5th layer of the NaCl solution and mixed solution indicates lower values than that for the pure water and HPLC6 solution at any time in the period of 1000-1050 ps. This indicates that the hydrogen bond among water molecules was disturbed by the ions and their motion in the 5th layer. A similar result was obtained for the CaCl2 solution [37] . It is found from Figure 6b that the HBCF for the eighth layer of the HPLC6 solution and mixed solution indicates higher values than that for the pure water and NaCl solution at any time in the period of 1000-1050 ps. This clearly indicates that the hydrogen bond among water molecules near the HPLC6 was enhanced by the HPLC6 molecule in the 8th layer. This may result in the formation of hydrophobic hydration shells around the alanine residues of HPLC6 in this layer. The effect of ions on the hydrogen bonding is not noticeable in this layer in this period probably because the hydration shells around the ions have not yet been formed well. Figure 6c shows the HBCF of the solutions for the 5th layer in the period of 1950-2000 ps. The difference between the correlation function in the case of the HPLC6 solution and that in the other cases became noticeable compared with the difference shown in Figure 4a . This is probably because the space for forming the hydrogen bond among water molecules became small as a result of the growth of hydrophobic hydration shells around the HPLC6. Figure 6d shows the HBCF of the solutions with CaCl 2 for the 8th layer in the period of 1000-1050 ps. The calcium ions in this layer did not disturb the hydrogen bond in the case of the salt solution. This is because only one calcium ion (6 in Figure 2b ) was in this layer in this period. On the other hand, the ions in the case of the mixed solution disturbed the hydrogen bond in the layer in the period. This is probably because the effect of one calcium ion (1 in Figure 2d ) in the 9th layer, which approached and entered into the 8th layer just after the period, was remarkable. This is consistent with the synergistic effects of ions and HPLC6.
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Interaction between Cations and Amino Acid Residues
Surface-Bound Water Molecules
We allocated the HPLC6 model so that the four threonine residues were closest to the pyramidal face. Also, three alanine residues (the 6th, 17th and 28th) were close to the face. Thus, the spatial arrangement of HPLC6 was similar to that in Ref. [15] .
We monitored the motion of many water molecules between the atom groups of the threonine residues and the ice surface. We discovered that at least three water molecules were nearly stationary, while the other water molecules nearby moved more rapidly in three locations; (1) near the hydroxyl group of the 24th threonine residue; (2) near the methyl group of the threonine residue; and (3) near the hydroxyl group of the 35th threonine residue. We believe that these nearly stationary water molecules are surface-bound water molecules. Table 6 shows the ratios of the diffusion coefficient of a cation nearest to a specific amino-acid residue to the diffusion coefficient of water. The arginine, lysine and glutamic-acid residues are located opposite to the four threonine residues with respect to the HPLC6 axis. Thus, these residues were inside the water region because the four threonine residues faced the interface.
Diffusion Coefficient
This table also shows the ratios obtained by Nohara and Hagiwara [26] and Baştug and Kuyucak [42] . Ref. [26] dealt with the ions in supercooled water between ice layers with the prism faces, and used approximately one-third of the number of water molecules. Ref. [42] dealt with the ions in water at 273 K without any ice, and used a different potential function for water and ions. It is found from this table that the ratio for the sodium ion near the arginine residue (R in Table 3 ) is much lower than the ratio in [26, 42] . This shows that the diffusion of the sodium ion in the vicinity of the arginine residue was attenuated. This is probably a result of electrostatic attraction between the oxygen atoms of water molecules in the hydration shell of the sodium ion and the C = NH group of the arginine residue because this group is positively electrified in water and the oxygen atoms are negatively electrified. Similarly, the ratio for the calcium ion near the lysine residue (K in Table 3) is lower than the ratio in [26, 42] . The attenuation of diffusion of the calcium ion in the vicinity of the lysine residue is probably a result of electrostatic attraction between the oxygen atoms of water molecules in the hydration shells of the calcium ion and the amino group of the lysine residue. This is because this amino group is also positively electrified in water. On the other hand, the ratio for the calcium ion near the glutamic acid residue (E in Table 3 ) is much higher than the ratio in [26, 42] . This shows that the diffusion of the calcium ion in the vicinity of the glutamic acid residue was enhanced. This is probably a result of electrostatic repulsion between the oxygen atoms of water molecules in the hydration shells of the calcium ion and the carboxyl group of the glutamic acid residue because the carboxyl group is negatively electrified in water. The side chains of all the other residues of HPLC6 except for the aspartic acid residue are neutrally electrified. It can be concluded that the diffusion of cations in the vicinity of HPLC6 depends on the electrified amino acid residues of HPLC6. Figure 7 shows the hydrogen bond correlation function (HBCF) as a function of time for water molecules in the first hydration shell of the cations in the vicinity of the specific amino acid residues. The HBCF decreases with an increase in time. To discuss the robustness of the hydration shell of the cations, we compare the values of the HBCF at 10 ps. It is found from this figure and Figure 6 that the values for the cations near the electrified residues are lower than those for the cations near alanine residues and the values of water molecules in Figure 6 . This shows that the first hydration shell of the cations in the vicinity of the electrified residues does not become robust and the water molecules in the first hydration shell can easily leave the shell. This weakening of the hydration shell of the cations enhances the motions of ions and water molecules. The motion enhancement of ions and water molecules can cause the attenuation of the incorporation of water molecules into the ice lattice at the interface. Also, the enhancement of ion motion is consistent with the decrease in the ion concentration of the mixed solution [19] described in the Introduction. Thus, the motion enhancement of ions and water molecules is a reason for the synergistic effect. This is probably a result of electrostatic repulsion between the oxygen atoms of water molecules in the hydration shells of the calcium ion and the carboxyl group of the glutamic acid residue because the carboxyl group is negatively electrified in water. The side chains of all the other residues of HPLC6 except for the aspartic acid residue are neutrally electrified. It can be concluded that the diffusion of cations in the vicinity of HPLC6 depends on the electrified amino acid residues of HPLC6.
Hydrogen Bond Correlation Function (HBCF)
4.6.3. Hydrogen Bond Correlation Function (HBCF) Figure 7 shows the hydrogen bond correlation function (HBCF) as a function of time for water molecules in the first hydration shell of the cations in the vicinity of the specific amino acid residues. The HBCF decreases with an increase in time. To discuss the robustness of the hydration shell of the cations, we compare the values of the HBCF at 10 ps. It is found from this figure and Figure 6 that the values for the cations near the electrified residues are lower than those for the cations near alanine residues and the values of water molecules in Figure 6 . This shows that the first hydration shell of the cations in the vicinity of the electrified residues does not become robust and the water molecules in the first hydration shell can easily leave the shell. This weakening of the hydration shell of the cations enhances the motions of ions and water molecules. The motion enhancement of ions and water molecules can cause the attenuation of the incorporation of water molecules into the ice lattice at the interface. Also, the enhancement of ion motion is consistent with the decrease in the ion concentration of the mixed solution [19] described in the Introduction. Thus, the motion enhancement of ions and water molecules is a reason for the synergistic effect. The higher values of HBCF for the cations near alanine residues show that the first hydration shells of the cations in the vicinity of these residues remain robust. The robustness of the hydrophobic hydration shells around these residues is also expected. These robust shells also contribute to the synergistic effect. The discussion in this section is therefore consistent with the discussion in Section 4.4. The higher values of HBCF for the cations near alanine residues show that the first hydration shells of the cations in the vicinity of these residues remain robust. The robustness of the hydrophobic hydration shells around these residues is also expected. These robust shells also contribute to the synergistic effect. The discussion in this section is therefore consistent with the discussion in Section 4.4.
Conclusions
A molecular dynamics simulation was carried out on a mixture of water, a model of HPLC6 (winter flounder antifreeze protein), sodium ions, calcium ions, chloride ions and a thin ice layer. The main conclusions obtained are the following:
(1). The hydrogen bond among water molecules is inhibited by the cations even in the case of the mixed solutions. This is due to the hydration shells of the moving ions. This inhibition is more noticeable with an increase in the number density of ions and the valence of cations.
(2). The effective space for water molecules to form the hydrogen bonds becomes smaller in a region far from the HPLC6 as a result of the hydration shells of calcium ions in this region. This is also consistent with the synergistic effect of the mixed solutions of HPLC6 and CaCl 2 .
(3). The negatively or positively electrified residues of HPLC6 respectively enhance or attenuate the diffusion of the cations in water.
(4). The hydrophobic hydration shells around the alanine residues of HPLC6 remain robust, as does the first hydration shells of the cations in the vicinity of these residues. On the other hand, the first hydration shells of the cations in the vicinity of the electrified residues do not become robust. The weakening of the hydration shells of the cations enhances the motions of ions and water molecules. The motion enhancement of ions and water molecules can cause the attenuation of the incorporation of water molecules into the ice lattice at the interface.
(5). The inhibition of the hydrogen bond due to the hydration shells of the moving ions in conclusion (1) and the weakening of the hydration shells of cations as a result of the electrified amino-acid residues nearby in conclusion (4) are the possible mechanisms of the synergistic effects suggested by Evans et al. [17] . 
